
   

 

Flugenska 1 – Aviation English 1 

Undirbúningsnámskeið á netinu án afskipta kennara 

This course is designed to support you in developing a strong Aircraft Mechanic English 
vocabulary, as well as improving your overall English levels - be that through reading, writing or 
listening in English. The technical vocabulary introduces you to terms related to the aircraft itself, 
flight, aerodromes and phrases used within the aviation environment. 

The course is based around various forms of reading and listening materials along with exercises 
that allow you to both learn and test your knowledge.  

This course can be used before, during and after formal studies in Aircraft Mechanics - by 
taking it before you begin your studies you will get a "feel" for aviation English, whereas if you 
work on this course during or after your studies you will have a better foundation as to what the 
terminology means. Equally, you do not have to take this course in a particular order. Often, it is 
best to choose a chapter that you have a particular interest in.  

 

Vocabulary: Flight 

 Grein: Critical Phases of Flight 

 Krossgáta: Based on Critical Phases of Flight 

 Grein: Flight Stages 

 Æfing: Takeoff, Departure and Route 

 Æfing: Arrival, Approach, Landing 

 Æfing: Match the flight abbreviation to the correct phrase 

 Æfing: The Aircraft and Flight (Picture Quiz) 

 

Vocabulary: Technical 

 Grein: Airport Mechanics – An Important Role 

 Æfing: Airport Mechanics – An Important Role 

 Grein: Required Aircraft Inspections 

 Æfing: Based on the article: Required Aircraft Inspections 

 Æfing: Before takeoff and before landing checklist (match the Icelandic word to the English 

word) 

 Krossgáta: Technical terms in English, clues in Icelandic 

 Grein: Incident Report Icelandair B752 

 Æfing: Based on: Incident Report Icelandair B752 

 Æfing: Components of an Aircraft (picture quiz) 

 Æfing: Wing Flaps (picture quiz) 

 

Vocabulary: Aerodromes  

 Æfing: Aerodromes: match the abbreviation/phrase to the correct definition 



   

 

 

Communication: Phrases 

 Grein: English Skills a Concern as Global Aviation Grows (NY Times) 

 Myndband: JFK Air Traffic Controller and CCA981 (Air China pilot having difficulties 

communicating) 

 Upptaka: ATC communication skills and phraseology 

 Glærusýning: ATC communication skills and phraseology 

 Æfing: Pilot phrases used in communicating with ATC 

 Skjal: Pilot / Controller Glossary 

 

 

 

General English Skills: Pronouns and Verbs  

 Upptaka: Using Personal Pronouns 

 Glærusýning: Personal Pronouns 

 Æfing: Personal Pronouns (Subject) 

 Æfing: Personal Pronouns (Object) 

 Upptaka: Demonstrative pronouns 

 Glærusýning: Demonstrative pronouns 

 Æfing: Demonstrative pronouns 

 Upptaka: Regular and irregular verbs 

 Glærusýning: Regular and irregular verbs 

 Æfing: Forms of regular verbs 

 Æfing: Forms of irregular verbs 

 Upptaka: Helping verbs 

 Glærusýning: Helping verbs 

 Æfing: Helping verbs 

 Æfing: Helping verbs 

 

  



   

 

General English Skills: English Language Usage  

 Upptaka: When to use apostrophes 

 Glærusýning: When to use apostrophes 

 Æfing: When to use apostrophes 

 Upptaka: Using capital letters 

 Glærusýning: Using capital letters 

 Æfing: Using capital letters 

 Upptaka: Using commas 

 Glærusýning: Using commas 

 Æfing: Using commas 

 Upptaka: When to use their, there, and they're 

 Glærusýning: When to use their, there, and they're 

 Æfing: When to use their, there, and they're 

 Upptaka: When to use believe, advise, belief, advice 

 Glærusýning: When to use believe, advise, belief, advice 

 Æfing: Advise and advice 

 Upptaka: Tips for writing in English 

 Linkur: Orðabók á netinu 

 

Quizzes: Test Your Knowledge and Skills 

 Próf: Test your grammar and English usage skills 

 Próf: Test of your English skills in aviation situations (Interactions, Structure and Vocabulary)  

 Próf: Test your knowledge of aviation abbreviations 

 Próf: Pilot - ATC Communication 

 

 

 

 


